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Key takeaways

 As the world continues to grapple with high inflation, it is becoming clear 

that it’s much more persistent than previously expected. This is not just 

challenging for consumers but also investors who are faced with extreme 

market volatility and altered investment return profiles.

 Investors therefore need differentiated investment strategies and asset 

mixes which they may not adopt in times of low rates and inflation. A 

traditional 60/40 portfolio just doesn’t suffice.

 The investment strategies which can navigate the current challenging 

investment environment of high inflation, rising rates and greater volatility 

include quality companies paying durable dividends; commodity-like 

sectors such as Energy; a short duration exposure to manage the interest 

rate risk; and yield generating real assets like Real Estate.

The latest data prints underscore that a) the inflation problem is broadening and becoming more entrenched; and 

b) even if inflation has peaked, it is more broad based and is likely to come down more gradually than previously 

anticipated; and potentially has a longer runway.

Accordingly, central banks are responding with tighter policies, and market volatility is rising. Investing in times of 

high inflation and therefore higher rates will be very different from low inflation and low rates that dominated the last 

few cycles. We think that periods of extraordinary high inflation call for a pivot in investment strategy and 

asset allocation – in favour of those asset classes, sectors and investment styles – that benefit from it or 

are relatively resilient in an inflationary environment. 

1) A focus on total return and income yielding strategies

• Investors’ returns are made up of price appreciation and income from an asset. The greater the proportion of 

return from the income element, the steadier the overall return profile for that asset is. This is because the 

income element (dividend pay-outs) is generally more predictable and has greater visibility than price 

appreciation. This is especially true of the times when the markets become more volatile and less directional. In 

the last decade or so, ultra-loose monetary policy led to asset price inflation, which meant that most of the 

investor returns came from price returns. Valuation multiples (Price/Earnings ratios) ballooned, just as the rising 

tide of liquidity lifted up all boats. But now, the macroeconomic picture is undergoing a regime shift. 

• Persistently high inflation is forcing central banks to tighten policy in spite of slowing growth. This will drain out 

some of the extra liquidity and put equity and bond valuations under pressure (as seen in the first half of 2022). 

In the new regime, investors are likely to reap a lower proportion of their returns from “price appreciation” and 

need to refocus on the “income element”, and hence the “total return profile” of an asset class. Therefore, in an 

inflationary environment, a focus on asset classes that produce relatively steady income is key.
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• This initial reaction for GBP was to rise because, even though the 0.25% rise was quite dovish, the comment• However, it is not the best strategy to just chase high yielding stocks without understanding their true underlying 

fundamentals and historical return profiles. “Bond proxies” – defined as companies which offer steady but slow 

earnings growth and therefore stable dividends, may see their yield advantage eroded with high inflation and 

rising rates. On the other hand, very high dividend yields may be a sign of distress, as the company may not be 

able to sustain the current high levels of pay-out. 

• High quality companies with high free cash flows; low debt burdens; high Returns on Equity; well-established, 

profitable business models, and a track record of not just returning cash to shareholders but also reinvesting for 

growth are better positioned to sustain a steady stream of dividends to their shareholders.

2) Investing in commodity-style equities

• In times of high inflation, stocks with exposure to 

commodities like basic materials, miners and energy, can 

act like shock absorbers to market gyrations in a well-

diversified portfolio. Some of these companies are good at 

passing on high prices to the end customers, especially as 

economies continue to reopen around the world. 

• Energy and Materials’ companies tend to own physical 

assets and commodity based products. With higher 

inflation, the value of their products increases and they are 

poised to make super-sized returns. As their relative 

performance is positively correlated to commodity price 

inflation, they form a critical component of a diversified 

portfolio, especially in an environment where inflation 

remains a concern for longer. Some of these commodity 

style stocks are currently trading at very attractive 

valuations relative to their growth style peers.

Commodity proxy equities like Energy do well in an 

inflationary environment (YTD performance)

Source: Bloomberg, HSBC Global Private Banking, 26 June 2022. Past 

performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

3) Exposure to commodities and commodity currencies

• While having direct exposure to commodities is thought of as traditional inflation hedge, we think a 

differentiated approach is needed. We think oil is trading at elevated levels due to geo-political uncertainties 

and supply constraints emanating from the Russia-Ukraine war. As demand is starting to fall somewhat and 

global supply is roughly balanced with demand, we expect the oil price to ease to more normal levels. Gold 

has attractive diversification properties in the context of a multi-asset portfolio, but stronger Dollar and 

relatively higher real yields pose headwinds to the gold price. Once geo-political risks subside, we expect the 

safe-haven demand for gold to decline and other cyclical commodities like silver, other basic metals and soft 

commodities will be better performed due to their varied use cases in the real economy.

• Commodity currencies like CAD, AUD and NZD in the developed world, and MXN and ZAR in the emerging 

markets will also benefit both from the tailwind of high commodity prices and the allure of their attractive carry.

4) Exposure to Real Estate

• Real assets are desirable in an inflationary environment as they offer inflation protection over the long term. But 

selectivity is key as some areas offer better fundamentals than others. A differentiated approach with a focus 

on quality is required. One such investment avenue is rental-yield generating Real Estate,  especially in the 

areas of urban logistics and warehousing facilities of commercial properties which are scarce in supply and 

have recently seen a demand boom due to reorganization of supply chains, re-stocking of inventories, etc.
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• In inflationary times, “investing is the new saving”, especially if one wishes to preserve the purchasing power of 

their savings and uphold the portfolio’s value in real terms. This is because cash’s purchasing power is eroded 

by inflation over the long run.

• We think there are several actionable investment strategies that can be adopted to navigate the current 

challenging investment environment of high inflation, rising rates and greater market volatility. In addition to 

those are mentioned above, it is important to stay diversified and invest for the long run. Such high inflationary 

environments do not last forever, but they certainly create dislocations and valuation recalibrations in the 

market which are normally great entry points for long-term investors.

Conclusion

• In many markets, particularly in Europe, rising inflation is captured by leases with annual inflation indexation. 

During periods of high inflation, this protects the landlord’s rental income and capital values. Direct real estate 

exposure offers a long-term (partial) hedge against rising inflation, but has imperfect liquidity. Public traded 

REITs are more liquid but their performance is also a function of the overall performance of the stock market, 

and therefore typically not a great inflation hedge.

5) Shorter duration across all asset classes

• In times of high inflation and interest rate induced volatility, duration management is critical. In equities, 

companies that can grow free cash flow across any sector and the ones that pay durable dividends should 

outperform those companies where income is weighted to distant future (i.e. growth stocks). In Real Estate, 

it would mean opting for shorter leases (that can be renewed often in line with inflation) or leases that have 

an explicit inflation link rather than the long-term fixed ones. 

• In fixed income, an environment of high inflation and rising rates calls for a preference for short duration 

bonds, to manage the interest rate risk. But heightened volatility also warrants a focus on quality given that 

the challenging economic environment can trigger credit spread widening. We think investors can find good 

carry opportunities in short-dated quality credits in Investment Grade and selective EM Hard Currency 

bonds which benefit from good local fundamentals.
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